Abstract: This paper presents an efficient motion and disparity prediction method for multi-view video coding based on the high efficient video coding (HEVC) standard. The proposed method exploits inter-view candidates for effective prediction of the motion or disparity vector to be coded. The inter-view candidates include not only the motion vectors of adjacent views, but also global disparities across views. The motion vectors coded earlier in an adjacent view were found to be helpful in predicting the current motion vector to reduce the number of bits used in the motion vector information. In addition, the proposed disparity prediction using the global disparity method was found to be effective for interview predictions. A multi-view version based on HEVC was used to evaluate the proposed algorithm, and the proposed correspondence prediction method was implemented on a multi-view platform based on HEVC. The proposed algorithm yielded a coding gain of approximately 2.9% in a high efficiency configuration random access mode.
Introduction
For 20 years, 3D video compression methods have been developed alongside 2D video compression technology. The MPEG-2 multi-view profile (MVP) and MPEG-4 multiple auxiliary component (MAC) standards deal with stereoscopic video. Even with these available technologies, the 3D market was not large in the past due to the lack of 3D content and infrastructure, such as production, distribution, and consumption. On the other hand, the H.264/AVC multi-view video coding (MVC) was developed not only for stereoscopic video, but also for multi-view video. Along with the development of these 3D technologies, several recent 3D movies have become popular and the level of 3D content is increasing. In addition, the market for 3D terminals, such as stereoscopic televisions is growing rapidly. Despite this, more efficient coding technology is needed to improve the 3D market. Recently, ISO/IEC MPEG and ITU-T VCEG formed a joint collaborative team on video coding (JCT-VC) to develop the High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) standard, whose compression performance is twice that of the H.264/AVC [1] [2] [3] . HEVC has been extended to scalable and multi-view video [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Hence, efficient multi-view coding tools based on the HEVC coding structure are needed.
H.264/AVC, HEVC and prior video coding technologies employ motion vector predictions to reduce the number of bits used for motion vectors. They make use of one of (or a combination of) motion vectors of the neighboring blocks as a prediction motion vector (PMV). H.264/AVC employs a median operation of motion vectors of the left, top, and top-left blocks [9] . Jung et al. proposed a motion vector prediction method to indicate which motion vector is used to provide explicit information [10] . Yang et al. conducted motion estimation at the decoder side to reduce the motion vector information to be transmitted [11] . Similarly, Jang et al. reduced the motion vector information using an adaptive motion vector resolution [12] . In addition, Winken et al. employed an interleaved motion vector prediction for motion vector representation [13] . This algorithm efficiently coded the horizontal motion vector components. First, this algorithm employed the median operation of the vertical motion vectors, and the vertical component was coded relative to the median value. One of the neighboring PMVs was selected by choosing the PMV that was most similar to the decoded vertical component. The horizontal component of the PMV is used to predict the horizontal component of the current PMV. McCann et al. proposed a motion prediction method that was similar to Jung's method for HEVC [14] . These conventional motion vector prediction algorithms employ temporal and spatial motion vectors in 2D video. For multi-view video coding, H.264/MVC also employs the median operation on spatially neighboring motion vectors to obtain a prediction. In general, a motion vector for multi-view video tends to have a strong correlation with not only neighboring motion vectors in the same view, but also those in the adjacent views [15] . H.264/AVC MVC, however, does not sufficiently consider the similarity of the motion vectors across the different adjacent views.
This paper proposes a new consolidated motion and disparity prediction method. The proposed algorithm can adaptively set the neighboring motion vectors and disparity vectors in the same view, the motion vectors in the adjacent view and the global disparity between the two views as motion and disparity prediction candidates. The proposed motion and disparity prediction was conducted based on an advanced motion vector prediction (AMVP), which is one of the HEVC tools for motion vector predictions. The candidates for predicting the motion vectors were the motion vectors of the neighboring blocks in the same view and those in the adjacent view. The candidates for predicting the disparity were the disparity vectors in the same view and the global disparity between two views. The proposed motion and disparity prediction was performed adaptively within a consolidated prediction framework. As a result, the proposed algorithm achieved higher utilization of the temporal and spatial redundancy, as well as view redundancy. This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the conventional motion prediction is discussed. Section III reports the proposed motion and disparity prediction algorithm. Section IV includes a performance evaluation and a discussion of the proposed algorithm. Section V concludes the paper and provides further research topics.
Conventional Motion Vector and Disparity Prediction
As mentioned above, in recent video coding standards, the motion vectors are predicted and only the residuals are coded. In addition, disparity estimation among the adjacent views was also employed to improve the coding efficiency for multi-view video coding. This section discusses several conventional motion vector predictions and disparity prediction methods are discussed.
For most of the quantization parameter (QP) range, the number of bits used for motion vectors (MVs) is the second to the amount for residual data. In particular, the MV portion increases significantly for higher QP values. For example, MVs comprise up to 40% of the total bitrate for low bitrate applications with H.264/AVC [16] . Therefore, it is very important to code the MVs efficiently.
In the H.264/AVC standard, a MV is not coded by itself. Rather, the difference between the MV and its prediction is coded. The difference is defined as
where mv is the estimated motion vector and p is its predicted vector. For the coding efficiency, it is important to make a prediction that is close to the actual MV. In H.264/AVC, the prediction vector was calculated using the MVs of three neighboring blocks. Fig. 1 shows the spatial and temporal neighboring MVs. The target motion vector, mv, of the N-th frame was predicted using the median of the top, left, and top-left vectors, and can be represented as
Motion vector competition was proposed to improve the coding gain against H.264/AVC. This algorithm sends the indication information that points to the best prediction candidate among the spatial and temporal neighboring ones. This method employs more candidates including not only the spatial MVs, but also a temporally-collocated predictor (mv col ) and a spatial-temporal predictor (mv i, i=0,…,7). The best predictor is selected based on the RD optimization. The cost can be calculated using the bits for the motion difference and additional bits for the indicator value. The bit cost can be defined as
where ε mvi is the motion difference, i represents the indicator value, n is the number of prediction candidates and ϛ(•) is the number of bits to represent the data. This prediction method was reported to yield an approximately 5% coding gain using SKIP and DIRECT modes.
The advanced motion vector prediction (AMVP), which is similar to the previously mentioned algorithm [9] , was adopted as one of the HEVC coding tools to predict the MVs [11] . Instead of sending the MV itself for the current block, this algorithm explicitly transmits a candidate index, the reference index of the current block and the motion vector difference (MVD) for predicting the motion vector, while minimizing the bits required representing them. The AMVP can have up to three candidates: left, upper and temporal motion vectors, as shown in Fig. 2 . The candidate index is chosen from one of them. On the decoder side, a candidate vector set for the AMVP is formed by finding the motion vector candidates with the same reference index as the current block, C, which is received from the encoder. The candidate vector set, Ψ AMVP , is denoted as
where MV(C, d) is one of the three spatial/temporal neighboring MVs of the current block, .
C RI(C) is the reference index of the current block. The HEVC supports diverse prediction unit (PU) sizes from 4×4 to 64×64. Therefore, the current block can have multiple blocks with the same reference index for each direction. Therefore, AMVP needs to select one candidate MV within the neighboring blocks for each direction. When there are N blocks to the left, as shown Fig. 2 , the candidate motion vector for the 'left' direction, MV(C, 'L'), is determined by (5) , where MV(•) gives the motion vector for the block with the minimum n. If there are no blocks with the same reference index for the 'left' direction, the left candidate vector is unavailable. In the same manner, the candidate motion vector for the 'upper' direction, MV (C, 'U'), is obtained by finding the motion vector of the block with the minimum block index among those with the same reference index from the lower to upper for m blocks, as defined by (6) . The candidate vector for the 'temporal' direction, MV(C, 'T'), is determined by the motion vector of the bottom-right block of the one collocated in the previous frame, as shown in Fig. 2 . If such a MV is unavailable, the temporal motion vector cannot be used in the candidate set. In addition, AMVP works with the SKIP and merge modes without using a reference index [1] .
A multi-view video coding (MVC) standard was released based on H.264/AVC, this standard incorporates an inter-view prediction. The temporal views and neighboring views are used as the reference frames. As a result, the disparity estimation/compensation and prediction can be conducted using the same tools as in H.264/AVC. The estimated disparity is predicted from one of the motion or disparity vectors in the neighboring blocks. For example, the vector is used as a predictor if there is only one disparity vector in the neighboring blocks. If there are no disparity vectors in the neighboring blocks, the median of the neighboring temporal motion vectors is used to predict the current disparity vector. In this case, the prediction from neighboring temporal motion vectors is inappropriate for the disparity predictor.
On the other hand, several disparity estimation algorithms have been proposed to reduce the computational complexity rather than improve the coding efficiency. L. Shen et al. proposed fast disparity and motion estimation methods based on the motion homogeneity [17] . The disparity estimation was conducted adaptively depending on the spatial distribution of the motion field. Z. Deng et al. proposed a fast motion and disparity estimation algorithm based on the stereo motion consistency [18] . These algorithms could reduce significantly the computational complexity of the disparity and motion estimation. Similarly, W. Zhu et al. proposed a fast algorithm to restrict the search areas for a disparity estimation based on spatio-temporal correlation of the disparity field [19] . D. Han et al. employed a fast mode decision using a global disparity vector among the views [20] . J. Lu et al. also proposed a method to reduce the computational complexity of the disparity estimation based on the epi-polar constraints [21] . To improve the coding efficiency, X. Guo et al. proposed the inter-view direct mode that does not send the disparity vector with neighboring disparities [22] . The neighboring disparity was derived based on a global disparity model. This is considered to be an additional prediction mode and interview prediction for all cases that are not dealt with effectively.
In previous studies, the motion or disparity prediction methods for multi-view video have been ineffective. To improve the coding efficiency of multi-view video coding, a new disparity prediction method is required, this method should also be effective for predicting the temporal motion.
The Proposed Motion Vector and Disparity Prediction for Multi-view Video Coding
This section presents motion and disparity prediction method to be applied to a multi-view extension of HEVC. Initially, the HEVC was simply extended to a multi-view video coder for implementing the proposed algorithm. The multi-view extension of HEVC was designed based on the same framework as H.264/MVC. The base view was coded and the reconstructed base view was used as an additional reference frame for auxiliary views. The reconstructed base view was fed into the decoding picture buffer for auxiliary views. The motion and disparity compensation was conducted adaptively using the additional reference frames from the adjacent views. In the proposed multi-view extension, the auxiliary views can be coded by referring to one or two neighboring views along with a spatial/temporal prediction. Fig. 3 presents a block diagram of the multi-view video decoder with the proposed motion and disparity vector predictions. The two decoding paths (base and auxiliary view) use the same HEVC coding tools. On the other hand, the decoder for the auxiliary view includes the proposed advanced motion and disparity prediction (AMDP) tool. The proposed AMDP employs the additional motion vectors of the corresponding blocks in the previously decoded neighboring views that are captured at the same time at the current coding picture. As mentioned before, the textures of neighboring views are strongly correlated and have a similar temporal motion tendency to the current view. In addition, based on the inter-view correlation, the temporal motion information from the neighboring views can be used as an additional candidate of the motion prediction. The performance of the motion prediction of the auxiliary view can be improved as more motion candidates are employed.
To improve the coding efficiency in the multi-view video configuration, the proposed AMDP was designed to efficiently send motion or disparity vectors for the current block by exploiting the correlation of motion and disparity vectors in the temporal and view directions, respectively. The decoder with the proposed AMDP is supposed to receive a candidate index, reference index (Ref_idx) and vector difference (VD) from the encoder. In addition, the decoder also receives a global disparity vector (GDV) that is defined between the base view and the auxiliary view for each slice header, and is used for the disparity vector prediction. By looking at the reference index, the decoder can determine if the current block to be decoded is coded with the motion or disparity vector. As a result, the proposed AMDP can use the candidate predictor set composed of either motion or disparity vectors. As a result, the motion or disparity prediction is conducted adaptively. (13) where the candidate vector, CV(C, d), represents a candidate vector for each direction, d. The proposed AMDP set includes view directions ('V_L' and 'V_R') in addition to the three directions allowed in AMVP. Note that T(C) represents the prediction type, either 'MV'(motion vector) or 'DV'(disparity vector), which is identified by the reference index of the current block. The candidate vector for the 'left' direction, CV(C, 'L'), was determined by (9) , where DV(•) gives a disparity vector for the input block. If the prediction type for the current block is 'MV,' the candidate vector is selected from the blocks with motion vectors. On the other hand, if the prediction type is 'DV', it is selected from those with disparity vectors. Depending on the prediction type, the candidate vector for the 'left' direction is the motion or disparity vector with a minimum block index. In a similar manner, the candidate vector for the 'upper' direction, CV(C, 'U'), was obtained using (10) . The candidate vector for the 'temporal' direction, CV(C, 'T'), comes from one of the bottom-right blocks of the collocated block in the previous frame. The candidate can be either a motion or disparity vector depending on the prediction type of the bottomright block.
For the 'view' direction, an auxiliary view can have one or two adjacent views. The candidate vectors for the 'view' direction are determined according to the reference structure. Two candidates are used when both left and right reference views are available. Otherwise, one of them would be employed for the 'view' direction candidate. Note that the reference structure is defined in the sequence parameter set (SPS) for each view. The candidate vector for the 'left view' direction, CV(C, 'V_L'), and the candidate vector for the 'right view' direction, CV(C, 'V_R'), are given by (12) and (13), respectively. When the prediction type of the current block is 'MV,' the view candidate vector becomes one of the motion vectors of multiple blocks that overlap with the corresponding block (CB) in the adjacent view, as shown in Fig. 4 . The corresponding block is determined using the received global disparity. The corresponding block might not be aligned with the prediction units in the adjacent view. Note that there can be a maximum of four overlapped blocks. Hence, k can range from 1 to 4. One of them is selected depending on the largest overlapped area, which is found using the operation, LRG(•). This operation provides the index of the block with the largest overlapped area among all the overlapped blocks with the same reference index [23] . As an illustration, assume that the reference index of all the overlapped blocks for two adjacent views is the same as that of the current block, as shown in Fig. 4 . The fourth block of the left view and the third block of the right view have a large overlap with the corresponding blocks. Therefore, the motion vector of the fourth block of the left view and the motion vector of the third block of the right view are included in the set of view candidate predictors.
When the prediction type of the current block is 'DV', the global disparity vector (GDV) is used as the viewdirection candidate. GV('V_L') represents the global disparity vector between the current view and the adjacent view. Regardless of the reference index and prediction type, the GDVs are always available for predicting the disparity. The GDV for a slice is computed at the encoder side that is then transferred to the decoder side. In this paper, GDVs are calculated based on the perspective motion model [24] [25] . Assume that each adjacent view has one GDV per frame. The perspective model has eight degrees of freedom and can be defined as (14) where (x', y') and (x, y) represent the pixel positions of two views. S, R, and T are the scale, rotation, and translation parameters, respectively. This paper reports the translation parameters (m 3 , m 6 ) for the disparity prediction. On the encoder side, eight parameters are extracted but only two translational parameters are transmitted to the decoder side. In general, the global disparity vectors do not vary over short periods of time unless a large camera zoom or scene change occurs. An initial global disparity vector is transmitted in the slice header for the IDR slices and the prediction vectors between consecutive disparity vectors are then transmitted for consecutive slices. Table 1 lists all the candidate possibilities depending on the neighboring and temporal prediction types.
On the encoder side, the best motion vector for each reference frame is calculated at the motion estimation stage. At a given motion vector and reference index, the best AMDP index is determined by finding the minimum number of bits required to encode both the vector difference and the AMDP index to be transmitted. The best AMDP index is obtained by (15) where MV(C) represents the motion or disparity vector for the current block and ϛ(•) gives the number of bits required to code the input symbol.
Experimental Results
The proposed AMDP for a multi-view video was implemented on a simple multi-view coder based on HEVC. In these experiments, HM2.0 [26], which was released by JCT-VC as the reference software, was used as the inter-view prediction structure that is the same as that of H.264/MVC. For the evaluation, several multi-view sequences, whose resolutions are 1024×768p (Class C) at 30fps and 1920×1088p (Class A) at 25fps, were used [27] . Table 2 lists view identifiers and QP values for the twoview and three-view cases.
The coding parameters were set to those specified for the random access mode for a high efficiency configuration in HEVC [28] . The coding unit (CU) sizes were set from 8×8 to 64×64, and transform unit (TU) sizes ranged from 4×4 to 32×32. Context-based adaptive binary arithmetic coding (CABAC) was used for the entropy coding and the adaptive loop filter (ALF) tool was enabled. A hierarchical coding structure was used and its GOP size was set to 8. Fig. 5 shows the coding structure for the three-view case. The outer view can be coded using the inter-view prediction from the base view, as shown in Fig.  5 . In addition, the center view was coded with the bidirectional inter-view prediction from both the base and outer views. Except for the first frame of the base view, all other frames were coded as B-frames using the generalized P and B-picture (GPB) tool in HEVC. Table 3 lists the percentage of selected vector predictor types for the AMVP and the proposed AMDP. The percentages of the selected vectors for 'temporal,' 'left,' and 'upper' directions for the AMVP were approximately 5.3%, 54.6%, and 40.1%, respectively. For the proposed AMDP, the selection percentages for 'temporal,' 'left,' 'upper,' and 'view' directions were approximately 1.2%, 50.6%, 35.5%, and 12.7%, respectively. As shown in the table, the selection percentage for the view direction was relatively high, which means that the proposed view candidates can offer good predictors for the motion and disparity prediction. The proposed AMDP can reduce the number of bits required to encode the prediction error between the actual vector to be coded for the current block and the predictor vector. For example, Fig. 6 shows the motion fields of prediction error vectors for the conventional AMVP and the proposed AMDP for frame 0 of the 'Kendo' sequence. Regardless of the prediction block (PU) sizes, Fig. 6 depicts the motion vector difference for each 4×4 block. The blue arrows represents the prediction error vectors for conventional AMVP. The red arrows represent the prediction error vectors selected by the proposed 'view' candidate. Fig. 6 illustrates the ability of the proposed AMDP to reduce the magnitude of the prediction error vectors. Tables 4-6 show the coding performance of the proposed method for two-view and three-view cases, respectively. Simulcast coding for each view was conducted as an anchor. The BD-bitrate and BDPSNR of the inter-view HEVC coders with a conventional AMVP and the proposed AMDP were evaluated against the simulcast HEVC [29] . For the two-view case, the interview HEVC yielded a bit reduction of approximately 50.3%. The proposed method also provided an additional coding gain of 3.8% over the inter-view HEVC with conventional AMVP. For the three-view configuration, significant coding gains for the outer and center views were achieved, which are approximately 36.3% and 58.1% in BD-Bitrate for the outer and center views, respectively. In addition, the proposed AMDP yielded an additional coding gain of 4.4% for the outer view and 3.5% for the center view. The coding gain for the center was approximately 7.5% higher than that for the two-view cases in terms of bit-rate reduction. For the center views of the three-view cases, two view candidates for motion or disparity prediction can be employed, whereas only one view candidate can be used in the two-view cases. Fig. 7 shows the operational RD graphs for H.264/AVC MVC, HEVC simulcast, inter-view HEVC and the proposed method on the inter-view HEVC for the Class C test sequences. As shown in Fig. 7 , the HEVC simulcast yielded coding gains of 1 to 4dB compared to MVC. On the other hand, multi-view HEVC with AMVP can achieve RD gains of 2 to 3dB compared to the HEVC simulcast case. In addition, the proposed method (multiview HEVC + AMDP) clearly achieved some additional coding gain due to the better motion vector prediction. In particular, the proposed method provided better coding efficiency at low bitrates.
Conclusion
An advanced motion and disparity prediction method was proposed for multi-view video coding based on HEVC. The proposed method uses the candidate predictor vectors of 'view' direction to exploit the inter-view correlation. The candidates were used to effectively predict the motion or disparity vectors to be coded. To evaluate the proposed Advanced Motion and Disparity Prediction (AMDP) method, a basic multi-view HEVC was implemented and evaluated. The experimental results showed that the proposed method generates coding gains of approximately 3.9% and 4.0% for the two-view and three-view cases, respectively, compared to the conventional Advanced Motion Vector Prediction (AMVP) used in the multi-view extension of H.264/AVC. 
